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Geological
Sites containing

Queenstown area, some 30 km inland from
mainly on low ridge tops along the East Queen River and Reservoir Creek, and have been
exposed only after removal of the original cover of rainforest around the
mine area. They suggest extensive inland habitation by .the prior to the
establishment of the now-widespread rainforest.

INTRODUCTION

Numerous aboriginal flaked stone implements were discovered by the author during
geological mapping of the Cambrian volcanic rocks around Queenstown (145 0 33'E. 42 0 5'S)
in 1975-76. Since there are no previous of habitation the
(e.g. Sutherland 1972), the sites are herein recorded a brief discussion of their
significance. It must be emphasised that the site (fig. is not meant to be
comprehensive, but merely records those places where author to find
implements in the normal course of his There are many other
sites in the area which have not been seen, in adjacent areas have not yet
been mapped in detail. Mr. S.F. Cox (pers.comm.) has discovered more sites further
north on the East Queen River. The site beside the access road to the Prince Lyell
open-cut was drawn to the author's attention by Mr K.O. Reid of the Mt Lyel Company.

TOPOGRAPHY AND GLACIAL FEATURES

Queenstown is situated some 30 km inland from the west coast, at an altitude of
150 m. It lies at the western foot of the rugged West Coast Range, which locally
rises to 1100 m on Mt Owen and 900 m on Mt Lyell. A low at about 500 m
(Philosophers Ridge) separate~ these two mountains, and a east-west valley cuts
through the range north of Mt Lyell (Comstock Valley) to connect with the King
River to

country the aboriginal sites
erosion surface (Henty Surface) which extends westward
been heavily dissected produce numerous small with more
or flat tops. There many small which
River its tributaries. The Queen River south for about 10 km before joining
the King River, which cuts through the range and debouches into Macquarie Harbour.

Evidence from erosional and depositional features strongly suggests Pleistocene
glaciation of the River valley between the Mt Lyell Company mill and south of
Lynchford, and of valley of Conglomerate Creek. Evidence includes cross-
section, and deposits of coarse bouldery gravel on the
valley material, which occurs up to 50 metres above the present
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FIG. of aboriginal sites recorded in the Queenstown area.
indicate sites. Numbers are referred text.

line indicates approximate limit detailed geological by the author.
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Frequent fires since those early days, and erosion of much of soil cover, have
prevented the re-establishment The present vegetation consists of
sparse colonizing shrubs, with thickets, is ly

The peat
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off.
flatter areas
the original soil
organic material

vegetation cover becomes considerably denser to the west and south of the
recorded sites so that recognition of sites in these areas would be much more difficult.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SITES

the 30 sites recorded, 18 lie to the north of Queenstown and are concentrated
East Queen River, and lie to the southeast of the township, mostly in the

of Reservoir Creek. Most of the sites are on the crests of ridges, or
or on small flat areas ,-above creek level. There no significant

natural caves or rock shelters in area mapped. The maj of sites merely
represent a few scattered over small with an occasional
rounded cobble. artifacts are normally
non-volcanic rock-types (usually
implements show the

usually
been
scrub-covered area
on its east bank.

including some
stone, and numerous

is located top
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core stone 3 rounds tones
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about 400 m north
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near
stones.

mountains,
cases river
from the Owen

A few made from volcanic rock also in-
cluding some banded volcanic hornfels. one however, at Site did
it appear that these were derived from an from stream gravels. In
this case, smal fragments of hard cherty material occurring as clasts in a volcanic

had been worked. A few poorly-preserved bone fragments also occurred at

The only implement rock type which was clearly exotic to the Queenstown area was
one of black vesicular v,)lcanic glass (tachylite) at Site This material is
known in association with the Tertiary basalts of Tasmania, the nearest occurrence
which is some 50 km to the northwest in Granville Harbour area.

Fragments of white vein quartz occurred at many of the sites, but as this material
is almost ubiquitous in the area it was seldom to establish whether or not its
occurrence was fortuitous. The vein quartz is from numerous veins up to a
metre thick which intrude the acid volcanic rocks and which weather to produce a lag

t which blankets many of the low hills and in the area. The material is
and fine-grained, but breaks into pieces. Its abundance and

ease of procurement suggests it was probably used by the aborigines, but there is no
clear distinction between implements and the naturally-occurring Clear,
well-formed crystals of quartz, up to a few centimetres long, occur some of the
veins. At least one of the sites (Site 5 near Reservoir Creek) was situated adjacent
to a deposit of these quartz crystals, suggesting the natives may have quarried them
for ornaments.

DISCUSSION

The presence of abundant flaked stone around Queenstown indicates that
the area was frequented by the Tasmanian at some stage to the arrival
of white man in Tasmania. seems unlikely that the natives have penetrated

dense which clothed the extending almost to the coast, at time
settlement, and there are no historical records of area. Hence

sites may establishment
the

The discovery the artifacts was a fortuitous of the removal the vege-
tation and the layer from the area by actlvlties of the early miners. It
seems highly that many other sites buried beneath the peat, rainforest and
scrub in surrounding areas. If access to the Queenstown area was possible, there
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Tasmania.
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